Minutes of the meeting held on 31 July 2013 regarding EOI for Reprinting, Binding and Supplying of NBT Publications on Outsourcing basis

The meeting of the Publication Production Committee (PPC) held on 31.08.2013 at 11.00 a.m. in the Conference Hall of the Trust for opening of Technical Bids received from the printers.

The following members of the PPC attended the meeting:
1. Shri Satish Kumar, Joint Director (Production)
2. Smt Farida M Nayak, Joint. Director (A&F)
3. Shri H M Rizvi, Manager (S&M)
4. DR Baldev Singh, C&JD
5. Shri Debu Sarkar, DD (Arts)
6. Smt Madhu Gupta, DD(C&F)
7. Shri S R Veenesh, AD(P)
8. Shri Tarun Davey, AD(P)
9. Shri Meena, Joint Director, Publication Division, Outside Expert
10. Shri V K Bharti, Chief Production Officer, ICAR, Outside Expert

In response to the EOI issued by the Trust, we have received the sealed tenders from the following parties:--

1. PARAS OFFSET (P) LTD
2. SOURABH PRINTS
3. PUSHHP PRINT SERVICES
4. ARAVALI PRINTERS
5. RHL PRINTO GRAPHICS
6. INDIA OFFSET PRESS
7. SITA FINE ARTS
8. PERSONNAL GRAPHIC
9. AJANTA OFFSET
10. BRIJBA SI ART PRESS
11. SAI PRINTO PACK (P) LTD
12. STERLING PUBLISHERS
13. BATRA ART PRESS
14. VIBA PRESS
15. JJ OFFSET
16. RAKMO PRESS
17. GOPSONS PAPER LTD
18. REPRO (I) LTD
19. JK OFFSET GRAPHICS
20. NUTECK PHOTOLITHO GRAPHICS
21. HOLY FAITH INTERNATIONAL

The tender documents submitted by the above parties have been examined by the members of the PPC in terms of the Eligibility Criteria laid down in the EOI advertised by the Trust. The observations of the PPC are as under:

1. PARAS OFFSET (P) LTD- Gathering Machine, Case making machine & Hard case line machines are not available with the press. Also, they don’t have single colour offset printing machine. Hence, don’t qualify as per the eligibility criteria of EOI.

2. SOURABH PRINTS- Gathering Machine, Case making machine, Flow line machine & Hard Case line machines are not available with the press. Hence, don’t qualify as per the eligibility criteria of EOI.
3. **PUSHP PRINT SERVICES** - Gathering Machine, Case making machine, Flow line machine & Hard Case line machines are not available with the press. Also, they don’t have densitometer, 2-colour and single colour printing machines. Hence, **don’t qualify as per the eligibility criteria of EOI**.

4. **ARAVALI PRINTERS** - The press qualify the eligibility criteria of EOI.

5. **RHL PRINTO GRAPHICS** - The press don’t have Image setter, Gathering machine, Perfect binder, Flow line machine, Case making machine, Hard case line machine, 3-side trimmer machine, Shrink making machine & generator. Also they don’t fulfill the criteria of printing machines. Hence, **don’t qualify as per the eligibility criteria of EOI**.

6. **INDIA OFFSET PRESS** - The press qualify the eligibility criteria of EOI.

7. **SITA FINE ARTS** - The press don’t have CTP, Gathering machine, Flow line machine, Case making machine, Hard case line machine and 2-side trimmer. Hence, **don’t qualify as per the eligibility criteria of EOI**.

8. **PERSONNAL GRAPHIC** - The press don’t have Image setter, CTP, Proofing machine, 2-colour machines, Densitometer, Gathering machine, Case making machine, Hard case line machine and Shrink packing machine. Hence, **don’t qualify as per the eligibility criteria of EOI**.

9. **AJANTA OFFSET** - They don’t have 1-colour machine, Densitometer and Shrink packing machine. Hence, **don’t qualify as per the eligibility criteria of EOI**.

10. **BRIJWASI ART PRESS** - The press qualify the eligibility criteria of EOI.

11. **SAI PRINTO PACK (P) LTD** - They don’t have Image setter, CTP, Proofing, Densitometer, Gathering machine, Flow line machine, Case making machine and Hard case line machines. Also they are short of one 4-colour machine. Hence, **don’t qualify as per the eligibility criteria of EOI**.

12. **STERLING PUBLISHERS** - The press qualify the eligibility criteria of EOI.

13. **BATRA ART PRESS** - They don’t have Image setter, Densitometer and Hard case line machine. Hence, **don’t qualify as per the eligibility criteria of EOI**.

14. **VIBA PRESS** - They don’t have Densitometer, Case making machine and Hard case line machine. Hence, **don’t qualify as per the eligibility criteria of EOI**.

15. **J.J OFFSET** - They don’t have Densitometer in the list of the equipments. Hence, **don’t qualify as per the eligibility criteria of EOI**.

16. **RAKMO PRESS** - They don’t have Image setter, Densitometer, Gathering machine, Flow line machine and Case making machine. Also they are short of one 4-colour machine. Hence, **don’t qualify as per the eligibility criteria of EOI**.

17. **GOPSONS PAPER LTD** - The press qualify the eligibility criteria of EOI.

18. **REPRO (I) LTD** - The press don’t have any printing facility in Delhi & NCR. The submitted documents indicates that the press has got only head office at Delhi and printing facility available in Mumbai and Surat with a distance of 1500 k.mts.as mentioned in the application form. Besides, no Case making machine and Hard case line machine are found in the list. Hence, **don’t qualify as per the eligibility criteria of EOI**.
19. JK OFFSET GRAPHIC- They don’t have Image setter, 2-colour machine, Densitometer, Gathering and Flow line machine. Hence, **don’t qualify as per the eligibility criteria of EOI**.

20. **NUTECH PHOTOLITHO GRAPHICS**- The press qualify the eligibility criteria of EOI.

21. HOLY FAITH INTERNATIONAL- They don’t have single colour machine, Case making machine and Hard case line machine. The printer has mentioned two conditions i.e. paper to be supplied by NBT & print run of 4-colour should be more than 5000 copies in the application form which are not acceptable by the Trust. Hence, **don’t qualify as per the eligibility criteria of EOI**.

It has been observed that the following 6 printers qualify in terms of the Eligibility Criteria laid down in the EOI:

1. ARAVALI PRINTERS
2. INDIA OFFSET PRESS
3. BRIJBASI ART PRESS
4. STERLING PUBLISHERS
5. GOPSONS PAPER LIMITED
6. NUTECH PHOTO LITHOGRAPHERS

The Publication Production Committee recommends for the physical inspection of printing units of 6 qualified printers by a technical committee to verify the infrastructure and documents. To have transparency, PPC recommends to constitute a technical committee comprising 2-Technical Experts from the Production section and officials from the other sections of the NBT. Videography of physical inspection may be done. The technical committee shall submit a report on inspection of the printing units.

Recommendations of the PPC may be seen for further action/approval please
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